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Objective 
Redesign of the existing iPad application 
to make it more scalable, consistent and 
inline with the business and marketing 
goals.

Activities
• Understanding the business goal and 

translating it into a UI solution 
• Gathering user insights by interacting 

with end users.
• Using existing domain knowledge to 

revamp and reiterate the concept and 
framework.

• Create templates and brand guidelines

Responsibilities: 
• Lead UX designer
• Create a UI Proposal and proof of 

concept
• Present and communicate the concept 

to the client

Native Tablet application  |  BFS Domain Client
UI enhancement POC

Project Duration: 
01 September 2012- 10 October 2012



Sample wireframes illustrating content chunking and page layout



More Visual Designs

Screens illustrating landing screen layout

Screens illustrating a task flow



The application provides the ability to 
serve the customers of the bank not 
only inside the branch but also at other 
remote location.
This helps the relationship managers to 
serve the customers to open accounts 
and cross sell products to them while 
on the go.

Activities
Working with the business to finalize 
the task flow for the entire process.
Analyzing the required information to 
be captured and optimizing the content 
for the iPad scenario.
Ideation of wireframes and 
conceptualization of look and feel.

Responsibilities: 
UX Lead

Native Tablet application  |  BFS Domain Client
Account Opening Application 

Project Duration: 
02 December 2012- 05 January 2012



Sample screens showing different layouts in the task flow



This app was proposed as a concept for 
a employee facing application for a 
organization.
The app aided employees to access 
company news, latest events, peer group 
connect and interaction, company 
tweets, personal, HR and financial 
information and other company 
magazines.

Activities
Quick understanding of the scope and 
business goal of the application. 
Provide a concept and frame work of 
mock up app

Responsibilities: 
UX lead 
Create task flows and wireframes 
Supervise the Visual Design

Native iPhone application
Employee facing app- Concept

Project Duration: 
20 August 2012- 15 September 2012



Wireframes translated into VD



Visual design screens



The objective of the project is to develop a native iPad application to be used for serving customers walking in bank branches. The application was targeted towards users 
in Africa a ph1 and UK as ph2.The application developed on iPad can reach out to the customers walking in the branches instead of making them stand in a queue and wait 
for their turn. This provides a better servicing experience with sophistication of the latest technology.

Activities
Understanding the business goal and translating it into a UI solution 
Gathering user insights by interacting with end users.
Translating requirements to the UI team and ideating design concepts to be presented to the client.

Responsibilities: 
Managing offshore teams. Estimation of timelines, efforts for new requirements and managing existing deliveries.
Defining IA, Navigation structure and task flows and designing wireframes with the team.
Translating client branding guidelines and generating visual design concepts.
Providing Support to the client development team.

Native tablet application  |  BFS Domain Client
iBOC- Customer Servicing App

Project Duration: 
18 October 2011 – Till Date



Screen samples: Customer discussion  
and data capture screens



Design of a mobile website for an international insurance client, catering to 
various segments of users and different platforms in mobile (touch and keypad 
based mobiles). 
The Project catered to defining a web strategy and to design a website 
showcasing products and features of an international insurance client. Phase 2 
required for designing the web strategy for mobile. The scope consisted of 
providing a complete front end solution with respect to device capability, 
navigation flow, IA optimization, content optimization, overall look and feel, 
HTML development and integration with client CMS.

Activities
Understand the targeted users and user mental model to develop scenarios, user 
journeys and user ecosystem.  
Make a competitive analysis of mobile website in the similar domain and carry out 
rating with respect to Navigation, Content, Presentation, Interaction and Features 
and functionality.
Study and analyze the existing website IA and map it to the mobile strategy.
Develop wireframes, visual designs and html prototype.

Responsibilities: 
Carry out desk research for competitive bench marking.
Work with onsite lead designer to develop strategy for mobile website and 
requirements gathering phase .
Define structure of the touch phones and key pad phones and design separate set 
of wireframes for each. Generating low and high fidelity wireframes which cater 
to user needs and usability issues.
Coordinate with the offshore and onsite team to generate visual designs and get 
validations.
Interact with the onsite Client CMS team to give walk through of designs.
Documenting and delivering the final set of presentations, reports and screens.

Mobile website for  |  Insurance Domain Client
Customer facing mobile website

Project Duration: 
01 April 2011- 07 June 2011

Winner of webby awards 
2012



Process Understanding the user – mental model, needs, goals and 
developing a eco system for key components

Creating personas and developing 
scenarios . Mapping the user needs and 
aspirations to form a strategy for the 
mobile website.



Studying the existing designed desktop 
website and  taking the content from 
the same to fit the strategy defined for 
mobile website.

Designing the content, layout and 
navigation inline with the user needs.



14

Wireframes Defining content, flow, navigation and 
interaction for the UI of all subsequent  inner 
pages.



Visual Designs   |  Branding and style guide according to parent website



The design of this iPad Native 
application was to generate a 
Competitive Intelligence report for law 
firms.
This had various components like profile 
of the Law firm against which the 
comparisons are made, forming peer 
groups for comparison, analytical data in 
form of info graphics, generating reports 
for various comparisons made, saving, 
exporting and mailing data to various 
recipients etc.

Responsibilities: 
Working with analysts to understand 
the requirements.
Designing the IA and task flows for all 
screens and multiple scenarios.
Design Wireframes for all use cases.
Brainstorm with Visual Design team to 
generate concept for the look and feel 
of the application.
Co-ordinate with the team for 
generating screens, screen assets and 
timely delivery of the project in a crunch 
time situation.

Native iPad application for
Information Media and Entertainment Domain Client

Project Duration: 
16 Aug 2011- 09 Sept 2011



Process



Quick paper concepts 
before wire framing.

Wireframes



Visual Designs



Application developed to combine various applications, which currently exist in different frameworks, to one single framework, ensuring the design of the new web 
applications is intuitive and catering to user’s existing metal model of using the application. Application consisted of multiple modules which cater to feed, reports, 
exceptions, data and tasks monitoring.

Responsibilities: 
Interact with the onsite BA and Client team on a daily basis to understand the requirements and existing application and translating the same into wireframes.
Create and incorporate changes in requirements and functions on a everyday basis in a iterative process.
Map the existing navigation structure to the new IA of the framework.
Working along with the development team to translate the wireframes into prototypes in an iterative model.
Creating the documentation for Use Cases

Internal real-time data monitoring Web Application for 
Banking and Financial Services Client

Project Duration: 
16 Aug 2010- 31 March 2011



Understanding complex task flows and 
creating scenario based info graphics



Design of a mobile application for a health insurance 
client to help the client track claims, get updates, find 
providers, etc. Project included understanding the 
existing web application and translating the same on a 
native android device. Design catered to 
enhancement of device capabilities, native 
interactions, look and feel and development for native 
android application.

Responsibilities: 
Understanding existing task flows.
Provide with a project plan to the account team and 
overlook the deliverables of the project.
Define structure and IA for native android app, design 
set of wireframes. Generating low and high fidelity 
wireframes which cater to user needs and usability 
issues.
Coordinate with the visual designer to design screens 
and assets with native look and feel in line with 
Android design guidelines.
Documenting and delivering the final set of screens 
and assets for development.

Native Mobile application for  |  Healthcare Care Domain Client
Customer facing app for tracking insurance claims

Project Duration: 
25 July 2011- 10 Oct 2011



This was a POC done for a equipments servicing and maintaining application.  The requirement of the application was to automate the entire process of documenting a 
maintenance and servicing site visit. 
This would help in reducing the time involved in digitizing the various field notes, product logs, service documentation, etc. and provide real-time notification and updates 
for site personals.
Also cater to provision for offline and online tracking and documentation of information.

Responsibilities: 
Understanding the existing process. 
Provide with estimations for the project.
Designing the IA, task flow and initial screens for a Proof of concept.
Working with the business and account team to propose a solution.

POC for a iPhone Web application
Manufacturing and Logistics Domain Client

Project Duration: 
2 Weeks POC



Heuristic Analysis

Drop down in header 
showing repetitive 
information is confusing for 
the user. 

Icons used for primary 
navigation can be 
represented in a more 
intuitive way. 
Colors used for the Visual 
Language should be inline 
with JCI branding strategy.

Notification icons can be 
shown in a prominent way.

Action items for the 
user can be grouped 
according to task and 
priority

Activities can be 
represented in a better 
view so user sees the 
important and relevant 
things related to 
activities at a glance.

• Home Page does not indicate if the Handheld is in sync with the 
server.

• It does not give indication to the user if there are new requests for 
the user on which action is pending.

• There is repetitive information on the activities page which can be 
avoided.

• Each activity can be represented  as a flow since the process is a linear 
one.

• Activity details can be shown in a vertical scroll instead of a horizontal 
which is much usable in a touch phone scenario. 



Information Architecture and Wire framing



Academic Projects
Please access below link to view academic projects

http://www.coroflot.com/jahnavee_c 
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